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ABSTRACT: The correlation function of the echo signal intensities at detectability via spatial and frequency compounding [2–5]. These
a fixed region on a series of B-mode images is directly related to the speckle reduction methods involve the averaging of images in
change of speckle patterns between these images. An indication is which the speckle pattern has been changed. Recently, assessment
given here of how the rate of the change of that correlation function of blood flow and, potentially, perfusion has been investigated
can be used to estimate the scan-plane motion in any direction rela- by use of decorrelation of the Doppler signal with time at one
tive to the imaged tissue or other material. In this first implementation location in the image [6]. In this article we use the speckle correla-
it is assumed that the statistical properties of the echo signals follow

tion between corresponding points in a series of scan planesthose of a complex circular Gaussian, and the case is considered of
for an alternative purpose: to determine the relative scan-planediffusely scattering tissue with many fine particles per resolution cell
positions, orientations, and motions. This may be important forand with no phase distortion. The method is applied to data from a
the three-dimensional registration of ultrasonic images, or theone-dimensional linear array and initial results are presented for scan-
detection and correction for tissue motion.ning a tissue-mimicking phantom in the elevational direction of the

The speckle pattern on conventional B-mode images is causedtransducer. Experimental results are in good agreement with the pre-
dictions. The current method should provide a good indication of the by the phase-sensitive detection of the scattering from random
local rate of scan-head motion in those tissues in which the normal- inhomogeneities in the acoustic properties of biological tissue in
ized correlation function of the echo signal intensities behaves, or can the resolution cell of the transducer. When the scan plane is
be made to behave, as it would for a medium with uniform acoustic moved slowly, the intensities of time domain echo signals at one
properties and containing many, randomly distributed, pointlike scat- distance along one echo line changes, producing a change in the
terers, although application might be made to other situations where speckle pattern observed at that location on the B-mode images.
a deterministic condition exists for the correlation between images

We analyze the second-order statistical properties of the echotaken at differing locations within a volume. q 1997 John Wiley & Sons,
signal intensity from a given depth as a function of time orInc. Int J Imaging Syst Technol, 8, 38–44, 1997
image frame number, instead of tracking the speckle patterns in

Key words: ultrasound; 3D; motion estimation; speckle; decorrelation subsequent images as a function of position within the images.
The second-order statistics are defined as the expectation of the
product using pairs of values (intensities) measured at two posi-

I. INTRODUCTION tions in space, number of frames or times.
The purpose of this article was to study scan-plane motions In this article, it is assumed that the statistical properties of
through tissue and the estimation of their relative positions by echo signals follow those of a complex Gaussian. The case con-
analysis of the correlation of speckle patterns in ultrasonic im- sidered is of diffusely scattering tissue with many fine particles
ages. Conventionally, second-order statistics have been used to per resolution cell [2] and with no phase distortion [7]. A method
study the correlation of speckle patterns at different locations is proposed in which the correlation function of echo signal inten-
within ultrasonic images for tracking the relative motion of blood sities are used to determine the relative positions of scan planes
or other moving tissue [1]. Speckle correlation has also been for motions in the elevational direction. That is the direction,
studied for the purpose of speckle reduction for improving lesion normal to the scan plane, in which the same tissue volume cannot

be tracked in the image. The method is applied to data from a
modern 1D array imaging system and initial results are presented
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to spatial variation of the echo signal intensities or their magni-
tudes. The correlation function of the intensities for a purely
random (diffusely scattering) case can be estimated from the
correlation function of the complex echo signals. The correlation
of the echo signal intensities between two specific positions sepa-
rated by Dr, e.g., r and r / Dr, is defined as

R(Dr) Å »I(r)I(r / Dr)… (1)

where I(r) å ÉU(r)É2 and I(r / Dr) å ÉU(r / Dr)É2 are the
intensities of the echo signals at two specific points, r and r /
Dr. U(r) and U(r / Dr) are the complex echo signals. »rrr…
stands for the expectation of a random variable. The Appendix
provides a general derivation for the results which is not depen-
dent on the use of intensity data.

Using the moment theorem for the jointly zero mean, Gaussian Figure 1. A transducer geometry for describing ultrasound beam
patterns for a 1D linear array.random variables, and assuming that the real and imaginary parts

of the complex echo signal U(r), Ur(r) and Ui(r), are uncorrelated,
e.g.,

that oscillate sinusoidally. If the sources lie entirely within a»Ur(r)Ui(r / Dr)… Å »Ur(r / Dr)Ui(r)… Å 0,
simple plane (x*, y*) as shown in Figure 1, the radiating surface
is defined by an aperture distribution function [9]we have [8]

R(Dr) Å 2»U2
r(r)…»U2

r(r / Dr)… / 4»Ur(r)Ur(r / Dr)…2 a(x*, y*) Å 1
Dwh/d HFrectSx*

DD 1
d

combSx*

dDG
/ 2»U2

i (r)…»U2
i (r / Dr)….

Using the symmetry of the correlation function of the complex # FrectSx*

wDGJrectSy*

hD (4)
echo signals U(r),

where (x*, y*) is a point on the transducer surface, w is the widthr(Dr) Å »U(r)U*(r / Dr)…
»I…

, (2)
of array elements, d is the center-to-center distance between array
elements, D is the lateral dimension of the radiating aperture, h

Finally, we have is the height of array elements in the elevation direction, and
functions

R(Dr) Å »I…2(1 / \r(Dr)\2) (3)

comb(x) Å ∑
/`

iÅ0`

d(x 0 i)
or

andG(Dr) å \r(Dr)\2 Å R(Dr)
»I…2

0 1 (3*)

where »I… is the average echo signal intensity over the region of rect(x) Å H0 ÉxÉ ú 1
2

1 ÉxÉ ° 1
2

.
interest. Here \r(Dr)\2 is called the normalized correlation of the
echo signal intensities and is denoted by G(Dr), which has the
properties of G(0) Å 1.0 and G(`) Å 0.

When the scan aperture is used to insonify and receive echoesEquations (3) and (3*) show that there is a simple relationship
from a medium containing randomly distributed fine particles,between the correlation function of the complex echo signals and
the complex echo signal is given by [9]the correlation function of the signal intensities, which is directly

related to the speckle in B-mode images.

U(r) Ç C
e2ikz

z2
h2

1(x, y) (5)
B. Application to Clinical Scanners. The instruments for 3D
ultrasonic imaging currently are linear curved, linear, or other
array scanners; here, a 1D linear array will be considered. To where k Å 2p/lo is the ultrasound wave number, lo is ultrasound

wavelength at its central frequency, z is a distance along the beamfurther simplify our analysis, we confine our measurements to
the focal zone or Fraunhofer region of the array transducer. axis from the surface of the transducer to the field point, and

h1(x, y) is called the directivity function. h1(x, y) is specifiedApplying the Huygens–Fresnel principle, the radiating surface
of the transducer is considered as a collection of point sources entirely in the (x, y) plane (within the region of the interest)
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Experiments were performed to test the proposed method of de-
termining the relative positions of scan planes by using the
speckle decorrelation in B-mode images. In this initial demonstra-
tion the motion estimation was restricted to the elevational direc-
tion for both simplicity and because this motion constitutes a
significant component of the motion which could be used to
acquire 3D data sets in clinical practice (a linear translation).
However, as will be discussed later, there are a variety of imple-
mentations for estimating other motions as well. An ATL Ultra
Mark 9 HDI (Advanced Technology Laboratories, Bothell, WA)
scanner was employed with their 38-mm-long, 3.5-MHz linear
array transducer. The linear array was translated in the elevational
direction over a tissue-mimicking phantom (RMI Model 415,
Middleton, WI) containing many randomly distributed, point-like
particles in a 0.5-dB cm01 MHz01, 1540 m/s gel. The translation
was performed using a system previously developed for mechani-
cally scanning the breast [10]. At each position, a single image
was stored using a TARGA frame grabber (Truevision, Indianap-
olis, IN). A region of interest for future analysis was defined
axially as 35 mm ° z ° 45 mm and laterally as 12.5 mm °
x ° 22.5 mm for the 35-mm-wide images. To determine the
correlation function accurately, a uniform step size of dy Å 0.20

Figure 2. The normalized autocorrelation function of echo signal mm was used, approximately one sixth of the 6-dB elevational
intensity based on a region of interest in the focal region or in the far-

focal beam width of the array at the depth of 35 mm ° z ° 45field region. The solid line is the calculation based on Equation (7),
mm. To estimate the absolute motion in the elevational direction,while the dash line is the result of a Gaussian fitting curve as shown
the reference full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the correla-in Equation (7*).
tion function and the coefficient in its Gaussian fitting curve were
measured over the 35–45-mm depth range using known distance
steps and the background scatterers from the same tissue-mimick-

when the assumption of local plane wave exists. For a 1D array ing phantom described above.
transducer, the directivity function is given by [9] Postprocessing of images was implemented in a modular code

under AVS software (Advanced Visual Systems, Inc., Waltham,
MA) and run on a Sun Sparc II (Sun Corp., Mountain View,

h1(x, y) É F ∑
/`

iÅ0`

sincSwx

loz
DsincSDx

loz
0 iD

d DGsincShy

loz
D . CA). The frame grabbed images from the ultrasound scanner

were read into the workstation memory and the red, green, and
blue (RGB) images were then processed to select one channel

(6)
for B-mode. A single 2D plane was displayed to select the region
of interest (ROI) (described above) to be processed for determin-

Consider the motion of scan plane in the direction perpendicu- ing the slice separation. The normalized correlation function of
lar to the scan plane (called the elevation direction). In that case, the echo signal intensities among image ROIs was determined
the normalized correlation function of the echo signal intensities by
[Eq. (3*)] will depend just on the properties of the transducer in
that direction and is given by

G(Dyi) É
(m 1 n) (m

jÅ1 (n
kÅ1 Ij,k(r)Ij,k(r / Dyiey)

{(m
jÅ1 (n

kÅ1 Ij,k(r)}2
0 1; (8)

G(Dyi) É (sinc2yo # sinc2yo)2. (7)

here, the average is over the m1 n pixels of the region of interest,
Dyi Å i 1 dy is a displacement in the elevational direction, i is

and ey is a unit vector in the elevational direction.
the number of steps, and dy is the slice separation (called the step

The processing of ROIs based on Equation (8) was as follows.
size). yo Å (hDyi)/(loz). Equation (7) shows that the correlation

The m 1 n pixels contained in the ROI of each image were
function, G(Dyi), depends on the parameter yo and echo signals

simply placed in a 1D vector containing j and k indexed pixels
will be completely decorrelated when yo ¢ 2. As shown in Figure

in Equation (8) and the process repeated for each image to create
2, the function given by Equation (7) can be well approximated

i 1D vectors. Each pixel value was converted to a linear scale by
for our purposes by a Gaussian function

I(r) É 10P(r)/Po, where P(r) is the raw B-mode pixel value in
decibels and the constant Po is used to convert from a 0–255 log

G(Dyi) É e02ao(Dyi)
2

(7*) scale for intensity to a linear scale. Each of these vectors were
then combined in a 2D vector for convenient comparison of each
ROI as simply an increment in the i dimension. A group of imagewhere ao É 2.72h2/(loz)2.
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Figure 4. When the scan plane is automatically scanned through a
tissue mimicking phantom in the elevational direction with uniform

Figure 3. A typical experimental result of the normalized correlation step sizes, the normalized correlation function of echo signal intensi-
function for the echo signal intensities (shown in a solid line) and its ties as a function of different number of 0.2-mm steps over a travel
Gaussian fitting curve (shown in a dash line) when a transducer is distance of 2.0 cm.
slowly moved in the elevational direction. The step size is 0.2 mm.

mm over more than 20 mm travel distance of the scan head. TheROIs was then analyzed to compute the correlation between suc-
measurement error is approximately 5%. This error could becessive ROIs, i.e., ROI 1 (i Å 1) correlation to ROI 2 (i Å 2),
caused by the statistical uncertainty of the correlation functionROI 2 to ROI 3, etc. for a series of one-step correlation function
estimates, the accuracy of the stepper motor (which is approxi-values. Then the process was repeated for all possible two, three,
mately {5 mm, or {2.5% based on a 200-mm step size) and

rrrn step correlation function values obtainable from the i im-
friction in the contact between the surface of the test phantomages. A correlation curve was created for any step sequence by

plotting the zero-step through nine-step correlations. For this test,
ROIs from groups of 10 images can be used to determine the
slice separation for the center two slices of the 10, e.g., to position
image 6 with respect to 5 use information from images 0–9; for
image 7 after 6 use image 1–10, etc. This assumes a piecewise
smooth motion for the scan head over an approximately 2 mm
separation distance but this is a reasonable, first approach to the
position estimate. In each case, the correlation function curve
was fit to a Gaussian function using a least squares approach as
shown in Equation (7*). The coefficients of these Gaussian func-
tions are then used to position the images on an arbitrary grid
space and correctly positioned images can then be displayed.

For a mechanical scanning with a uniform known 0.2-mm
image slice separation (step size), a typical measurement result
of the correlation function of the echo signal intensities as well
as its Gaussian fitting curve are shown in Figure 3. Based on the
coefficient in this Gaussian fitting curve and the point spread
function in the elevational direction, the value of the step size
can be estimated at that specific depth. Similarly, a group of the
correlation functions are given in Figure 4 with the first curve Figure 5. For a mechanical scanning with the uniform known 0.2-
calculated from the 10 slices starting at slice 1, second curve mm step sizes (image slice separations), the step sizes estimated by
starting with slice 2, and so on. The step sizes were estimated using a series of Gaussian fitting curves to the measured correlation
based on the coefficients of the Gaussian fitting curves; the results functions as a function of the step number is given by the solid line.

The measurement result of the step size is d Å (0.20 { 0.01) mm.are shown in Figure 5. The estimated step size is (0.20 { 0.01)
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and the transducer, which might cause nonuniform scan-plane beamformers. It also should be possible to set motion criteria
which will indicate when full images should be taken to providemotion.
an automated way of reducing the number of frames acquired in
a 3D data set while assuring adequate sampling.IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

As shown in this article, the results of measuring the decorrelation
D. Correction for Tissue Motion Such as Respiratory Mo-rate between a series of successive images can indicate the dis-
tion. This speckle decorrelation technique could also allow fortance traveled in the simplest cases of pure elevational motion
the correction of respiratory motion when 3D data set are recon-of the scan plane through an ideal medium. However, this case
structed. Elevational as well as in-plane corrections could behas not been addressed previously in medical imaging. There are
applied to keep an ROI stationary in the image. For nonuniformnumerous ways in which these concepts could be expanded to
motion and deformation of the tissues, the size of the ROIs mightuse correlation and decorrelation information to monitor scan-
be adaptive to maximize the precision of the correlation estimates,plane motion. Many of these can be thought of simply by re-
while providing adequate resolution numerous smaller ROIsversing the concepts used to measure tissue motion, although in
might be used in conjunction with some spatial smoothing orcurrent medical imaging cases, fluid and tissue tracking is done
warping software [11].within the image plane where each tissue volume remains in the

image plane for an extended number of frames. The following
E. Use of Technique with Available Coarse Position-are a few example extensions and implementations for monitoring
ing. The currently described technique could also be used forscanner motion using this decorrelation technique alone or in
fine positioning in conjunction with other positioning systems.combination with other methods of motion detection.
The latter could monitor the long-range motion of the scan head,
but might lack the fine spatial resolution required for the best 3D

A. Scan-Head Motion Estimation in Less-than-Ideal Tis- reconstructions. Such encoding devices include optical, mechani-
sues and Other Media. The current theory for the decorrela- cal, magnetic, and electric spark systems, all of which have been
tion of speckle addresses only the case where tissue can be mod- used in the past for 3D ultrasound imaging.
eled as a medium with acoustically uniform properties and con-
taining many randomly distributed, pointlike scatterers. It may F. Combination of 2D Speckle Tracking and Decorrela-
be possible to process the ultrasound data to minimize effects of tion. One possible implementation would incorporate 2D
specular and other scatterers violating the assumptions and to speckle tracking [1] to monitor motion in the scan plane between
extrapolate detected motion over tissue segments where the de- adjacent slices and then measure the decorrelation result. The
correlation is anomalous. The best applications will be those in idea is that the 2D speckle tracking would identify the correct
which random cumulative errors in scan position over long dis- vertical and horizontal translation required for placing the adja-
tances are not critical or can be corrected. In addition, one may cent slice with respect to the first. The decorrelation which then
not be restricted to motion estimate based on Gaussian statistics. remained between the slices would be the result of the translation
Other statistical models for tissue may be used and even ‘‘train- in the elevational direction and would be an improved estimate
ing’’ sets of data for a particular application may prove more over assuming no vertical or horizontal motion. Therefore, one
accurate for motion estimates. would create a 3D directional vector for the motion at a particular

location in the image.
B. Monitoring Tilt and Rotation of the Transducer. Mea-
suring different motions at different locations within images G. Speed or Flexibility of Decorrelation Rate Determina-
should indicate transducer motion which is not uniform in the tion. Use a threshold, rather than a Gaussian fitting function, to
elevational direction. For example, tilting the transducer slightly increase speed of decorrelation measurement. Alternatively, to
can be detected by examining the decorrelation rate at different maintain noise smoothing with more flexibility, use an adaptive
depths in the image using the depth-dependent point spread func- fitting function, rather than a fixed Gaussian. With an adaptive
tion. The difference in rate as a function of depth would indicate fitting, it may be possible, for example, to correct for periodic
tilting of the scan head. In addition, transducer rotation might be motion, such as cardiovascular tissue motion.
tracked. For example, several different ROIs on either side of the In summary, a method is described for determining the scan-
central axis of the image could be monitored such that differences plane relative positions in the elevational direction using the de-
among these regions provide relative motion information. An correlation of speckle signal intensities in B-mode images, which
important consideration here will be the required size of the ROI are not due to motion within the scan plane. The method was
selected for the motion. A given ROI must be sufficiently large tested using finely spaced scans in a tissue-mimicking phantom
for a statistical measure of the motion, while the ROI must be containing randomly distributed, fine, solid particles. The experi-
small enough that the motion within the ROI can be considered mental results are in rather good agreement with the known step
as a single value. This is an area presently being examined. size, i.e. only 5% rms deviation. Useful implementation will de-

pend on development and testing for more general and challeng-
ing conditions, including considerations of various artifacts inC. On-the-Fly Processing of Position Information. By re-

stricting the number of scan line locations transmitted and moni- speckle tracking such as cumulative error and misinterpreted mo-
tion [12]. Experiments are currently being conducted in actualtored for motion, it should be possible to measure motion rapidly

enough to allow real-time scanning. The needed high-speed puls- tissue to determine the efficacy of the technique and potential
sources of error.ing might come from power-mode color windows with multiple
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APPENDIX »a(r)a*(r / Dr)… Å ∑
N

iÅ1

∑
N

jÅ1

»Éai\ajÉei(fi0fj)…
We consider a complex random process, e.g., the complex echo
signal, including both amplitude and phase information. We are

Å ∑
L

lÅ1

{NlÉalÉ
2d(Drl)}, (A6)interested in the correlation function of the complex echo signals

between two subsequent scan plane positions. The complex echo
signals are given by [8]

since all phases average out unless they match up identically.
Here, d(Drl) is the Dirac delta function.U(r) Å Ur(r) / iUi(r)

Finally, the correlation function of the readout or scanned
process is simplified toand

U(r / Dr) Å Ur(r / Dr) / iUi(r / Dr) r(Dr) Å ∑
L

lÅ1

rl(Drl) (A7)

where r and r / Dr are the positions within an ROI related to
where rl(Drl) is given bythe transducer scan head. The completely random signals are

taken to have zero mean and to have the same variances of the
real and imaginary parts. Then the autocorrelation function of rl(Drl) Å Nl\al\

2{h(0Drl) # h*(Drl)}. (A8)
the resulting signal is given by

In the far field or the focal zone of the transducer, the psf can
r(Dr) Å »U(r)U*(r / Dr)… (A1) be approximately separated into the transverse component due to

the diffraction limited beam, and the axial component due to the
where * refers to the complex conjugation, and displacement ultrasonic pulse,
between points in the two scan planes is given by Dr. If this
field is simply read out or scanned by an imaging system with a h(Dr) É ht(rt)hr(rr) (A9)
point spread function (psf) h(r), the resulting complex signal U(r)
is related to the original field a(r) by where ht(rt) and rt are the transverse components of the psf and

the displacement of the scatterers, and hr(rr) and rr are the axial
U(r) Å h(r) # a(r) (A2) components of the psf and the displacement of scatterers. As a

simple example, when all scatterers are in motion (relative to the
where # is a convolution operation and a(r) depends on the scan head) in the lateral direction, the correlation function of the
properties of the medium. The correlation function of the re- complex echo signal will just depend on the transducer beam
sulting processing, r(Dr) is then directly given by [7] properties. When the scatterers are in motion in the axial direc-

tion, that function will depend on the ultrasonic pulses.
r(Dr) Å h(0Dr) # ra(Dr) # h*(Dr) (A3)
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